
Dynamic Combat for MYFAROG

Every round a character is engaged in mêlée the myth master casts dice to see if something 
special happens to him that round. This will replace the normal rules for random movement 
(optional rule 16), for staying on your feet (optional rule 13) and for random item damage 
(optional rule 18). The normal rules for fumbling still applies though.  

First of all the players decide what their characters are going to do, and then check initiative 
normally. The myth master then casts a D6 twice (or preferably; one white and one black D6 
[or any other two 6-sided dice of different colours]) for every character engaged in mêlée and 
checks the results against the table: 

D6 (Black)
D6 (White) 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 BC AD AC AB D C
2 AD AC AB D C B
3 AC AB D C B A
4 AB D C B A A
5 D C B A A A
6 C B A A A A
A = You might move (use normal rules for random movement [optional rule 16, p. 91]), and will automatically lose your Dodging bonus if you can 
not or chooses not to move, if you are in a Formation and chooses not to or are unable to move, as stated by the random movement rule. 
B = You stand at risk of losing your balance (use normal rules for losing your balance [optional rule 13, p. 88]).
C = Possible item damage. Automatically check for possible consequence (optional rule 18, p. 97). 
D = If you have one hand free, cast a D6 – your Str + your opponent's Str: you manage to grab your opponent's weapon if the result is ≤5 
(for weapons with a long wooden shafted),  if the result is ≤4 (for weapons with a short wooden shaft) or if the result is ≤2 (for bladed weapons). 
If you do not have one hand free, you instead disarm your enemy if the result is ≤3 (see footnote 4 under optional rule 18, p. 97). 

If a character is somehow disarmed or loses his weapon before he can attack, and tries to draw a 
new weapon from his belt or scabbard and attack with it in the same round (something he can if 
he has not yet performed his action this round), the default rule is that he gets a -4 penalty to his
OV for such an attack (see Special Actions, under Combat Modifications, p. 93), but if the 
weapon is a dagger or a short seax there is instead no penalty, and if if the weapon is a short 
sword, a curved short sword or a long seax he instead only gets a -2 penalty to his OV. The 
default -4 penalty to OV for such an attack applies to all other weapons. (He will naturally not 
be penalized at all, if he uses an unarmed attack instead.)


